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About Analytics Summit
 The TRKKN-hosted Analytics Summit is the largest Google Analytics conference in Europe, designed to inspire & innovate, connect the community, and experience a unique day together with everyone passionate about data, analytics, and technology. Since day one, the Analytics Summit has consistently evolved. What once began as an event with a primary focus on Google Analytics-driven topics is now in the process of becoming an international  conference covering a wide range of topics all around MarTech, Analytics, Conversion Optimization, Cloud, Advanced Analytics & Artificial Intelligence.


 So no matter whether you want to dive into GA4 migration, privacy-centric marketing, 1st party data strategy & preparation for a cookieless future or learn about GenAI—you'll get it all in one place! This transformation also opens the doors to a broader audience, reflecting the dynamic nature of the analytics landscape and beyond. A future business needs an end to end architecture that can handle data for activation. Our commitment to expansion and innovation remains unwavering, ensuring that the Analytics Summit is always in a state of growth and improvement.


 At the heart of this evolution, we’re proud of the core essence that has always made and will always make the Analytics Summit truly exceptional:


 	Real talk from end-users to end-users.
	It's where old friends reunite and new friendships are born.
	Data or it didn’t happen—feeling the vibe is inevitable, from the seminars to the talks, right down to the socks!
	It’s all about the data & tech stack
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 Pre Events
 When: 

                    May-September 2024
                  

 Where: 

                    TBD
                  

 What:
 Interactive, small tech events with the chance to win a free ticket for the main event



 Further details will follow soon!
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 Seminars
 When: 

                    October 8, 2024
                  

 Where: 

                    Hamburg
                  

 What:
 Hands-on sessions in small groups

 



 Further details will follow soon!  
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 Conference
 When: 

                    October 9, 2024
                  

 Where: 

                    Hamburg
                  

 What:
 Main event with around 20 speaking slots on two stages incl. interactive & fun sessions



 Further details will follow soon!  
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              Franziska Eickhoff
            
 Chief of Data & Analytics DACH (CDAO DACH)
 L’Oréal






 
              Giorgos Tagaris
            
  Head of Performance & Growth Marketing, International Markets
 IU Group






 
              Juliana Jackson
            
 Digital Marketing Leader, Product Expert, Content Creator
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 Newsletter
 Sign up for our Newsletter and stay up-to-date on the latest developments around the Analytics Summit
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                  Trakken GmbH will use the data you provide on this form to
                  send you marketing communications. You can unsubscribe from
                  these communications at any time. For more information on
                  how to unsubscribe, our privacy practices, and how we are
                  committed to protecting and respecting your privacy, please
                  review our
                  
                    Privacy Policy
                  
                  .
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          Zirkusweg 1
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